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INTRODUCTION TO WTCF
1. ABOUT W TCF

World Tourism Cities Federation (WTCF), which was voluntarily formed by famous tourism cities and
tourism-related institutions in the world under the initiative of Beijing, is the world’s first international
tourism organization focusing on cities. Established on 15 September 2012 in Beijing, its headquarters
and Secretariat of WTCF are based in Beijing, and Chinese and English are its official languages.
Guided by the core vision of Better City Life through Tourism, WTCF provides services to its members
that cover the entire tourism industrial chain. It aims to facilitate exchanges and cooperation among
members, spread the experience of tourism city development, promote tourism products and
resources, and contribute to the development and prosperity of world tourism industry. Starting
with 58 founding members, WTCF has now grown into an international tourism organization with
136 city members, 69 institutional members and 6 branches. City members cover 67 countries and
territories. Its institutional members include travel agencies, mass media, airports, airline companies,
hotel groups, cruise companies and financial firms. With its growing appeal, capacity, leadership
and influence in the tourism industry, WTCF is credited as the fastest-growing international tourism
organization.
In the future, WTCF will continue to promote win-win development between and among cities and
institutions and build a wider platform for all members.
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2. FR AGR ANT HILLS
TOURISM SUMMIT
WTCF Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit is an important annual event of WTCF, attracting international tourism
organizations, government officials of tourism cities and senior executives of tourism-related institutions from
all over the world. Through six successful sessions, it has grown into a comprehensive platform of the tourism
community for promoting exchanges, enhancing cooperation, boosting economic growth and building consensus
of member cities and institutions. Major media organizations from around the world, including leading newspapers
and magazines, TV channels, websites and social media sites, have provided all-round coverage of the Summit to
countries and regions across the world, attracting the attention of tens of millions of readers and viewers.

The program of the Fragrant Hills Tourism
Summit includes thematic forums, trade
fairs, investment fairs, tourism promotion
events and tourism exhibition. To select
the host city of the Summit, the mayor
of the member city or his/her authorized
representative

will

first

submit

the

application in a formal letter, and then
present the city with a candidate statement
at the Council meeting. The members of
the Council will choose the host city by
anonymous voting. The Summit each year
will vote for the city to host the Summit two
years later.

3.DATA PL ATFORM
WTCF data platform is a special-purpose database

access management, which allows WTCF members

focused on the development of tourism cities, which

to share data with WTCF, and conduct trend analysis,

specializes in the collection and classification of

compare advantages and share experience. Through

the data of tourism cities. Through standardized

the WTCF data platform, our members can get

management, systemic analysis and visualized inquiry,

updated information about the development in the

it presents the information of tourism cities in the

tourism market, consumption behavior of tourists and

form of data. The main functions of the platform

operation of tourism companies in order to analyze the

include data search, data analysis, development index

situation and make informed decisions.

management, tourism data management, system and
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4.INTEGR ATE D SE RVICE PL ATFORM OF
GLOBAL TOURISM INVESTME NT

In the economic system of the modern world, tourism is the most attractive sunrise industry, and the first choice for
more and more investors. To promote exchange, cooperation and investment development in the world tourism
industry, WTCF has set up the Committee of Investment and built the “Integrated Service Platform of Global Tourism
Investment”. With its members coming from well-known investment funds and group companies, the Committee
of Investment manages over US$200 billion of capital. Through this platform, WTCF is able to provide to its city
and institutional members a diverse package of services, including information on project supply and demand,
valuation consulting services, training, survey and exchange programs, policy interpretation and analysis, market
statistics publication, instant information search and match-up, and promotion of best practices.

KEY PROJECTS

1. AC TIVIT Y PL ATFORM
1.1 Highlights
Project features: exploring popular issues in the industry, and discussing new ways of development
Cooperation model: hosting and co-hosting
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn

Sharing of academic research outcomes
Name of the meeting: Launch of Report on World Tourism Economy Trends 2018
Date: 17 January 2018
Following the forecast of the world tourism economy in 2017 and the release of the annual report, WTCF launched
the Report on World Tourism Economy Trends 2018 in Beijing. Based on the research and analysis of core data such
as the total scale of tourism economy around the globe, and centered on the theme of “the role of tourism in the
world economic landscape”, the report features an in-depth study from four perspectives: global tourism economy,
listed tourism companies, technology’s impact on tourism and capacity building of tourism professionals, and
a forecast on the eight development trends of world tourism economy in 2018, with the aim of predicting the
development trend of tourism economy and explaining the characteristics of global tourism economy during the
year.
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Consulting and sharing of investment and financing opportunities
Name of the meeting: WTCF briefing on the investment opportunities in Los Angeles
Date: 19 May 2017
To keep our members and investment institutions updated about the tourism investment seminar of the Los
Angeles Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2017, WTCF invited Stephen Cheung, President of the World Trade Center
Los Angeles, to elaborate on the investment opportunities in Los Angeles during a lecture held in Beijing.
The lecture offered information about Los Angeles’ geographical resources, environmental protection efforts,
support of high-tech professionals, transportation industry and real estate market, introduced the impact of
Chinese companies on the city’s trade and tourism, and provided interpretation of government policies and
regulations on business development. Representatives of members of the Committee of Investment attended the
session.

Member exchange and cooperation
Name of the meeting: Meeting of the WTCF Committee of Cruise Industry & the 5th China (Qingdao) International
Cruise Summit
Date: 1 to 2 June 2017
During the 5th China (Qingdao) International Cruise Summit, the second meeting of the First Council of the WTCF
Committee of Cruise Industry was held. Representatives of the Council members of the Committee and specially
invited guests attended the meeting, and the Council member units made proposals on the work of the Committee.
At the meeting, with the approval of the Council member units, the Tourism Bureau of Russia's Primorskiy Kray,
Marseille Provence Cruise Club, Alibaba/Fliggy, Blue Economic and Financial Center of SPD Bank, and other eight
organizations joined the Committee. The WTCF Committee of Cruise Industry now has over 100 members.

1.2 Regional Forum
Project features: exploring regional tourism 		
development, unleashing the potential
of tourism resources, and promoting
win-win tourism cooperation
Cooperation model: hosting and co-hosting
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn

2018 WTCF China-Morocco Tourism Cooperation Forum
Date: 1 February 2018
On 1 February 2018, WTCF hosted the China-Morocco Tourism Cooperation Forum in collaboration with the
Moroccan National Office of Tourism and Casablanca city. More than 100 delegates, including buyers from wellknown Chinese travel agencies, representatives of African countries and tourism experts, participated in the forum.
Under the theme "China-Morocco Tourism Cooperation on the Belt and Road Initiative", the forum discussed issues
such as “The Belt and Road Initiative and China-Africa tourism cooperation” and “Moroccan Tourism Product” and
held a tourism trade fair for buyers from leading Chinese travel agencies such as CTS, Tuniu.com, CCT and UTour
and sellers from African travel agencies to engage in one-on-one communication on the joint development of the
"Belt and Road Initiative” tourism products.
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2018 WTCF Latin America Tourism Conference
Date: 23 to 25 April 2018
The 2018 WTCF Latin America Tourism Conference was held in Bogota, Colombia. The conference is a regionfocused international tourism conference jointly organized by WTCF and the Bogota City Council. With the theme
Latin America - New Power of World Tourism, the conference gave a strong boost to the coordinated tourism
development between Latin America and the rest of the world, and made greater contribution to the economic,
social and urban sustainable development of Latin America.
More than 200 delegates, including representatives of WTCF’s city and institutional members from seven countries,
i.e. Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Panama, Brazil, the United States and China, as well as representatives of media
organizations and the tourism industry of Colombia, attended the meeting.

1.3 Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit
Project features: annual gathering of the tourism industry, and globally renowned brand
of tourism activities
Cooperation model: hosting
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn

2018 WTCF Qingdao Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit
Theme: Orient Industry Trends, Brand Tourism Cities
Date: 7 to 9 September 2018
Host city: Qingdao, China
Focusing on the trend of tourism development in the new era, the participants of the 2018 summit will engage in
extensive and in-depth discussions on the sustainable development of tourism brands.
The main programs of the summit include: Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speeches, WTCF Council Meeting,
summit forums, tourism promotion, tourism trade fair, tourism investment and financing conference, tourism
exhibition, and sub-committee activities. The tourism investment and financing conference is a new arrangement
of this year’s summit, which aims to provide a platform of investment and financing cooperation for tourism cities
and enterprises from home and abroad.
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WTCF Los Angeles Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2017
Theme: Impact of Globalization on World Tourism City Development
Date: 19 to 20 September 2017
Host city: Los Angeles, USA
Some 400 delegates, including 37 ministers or mayors from 87 cities of 51 countries, senior executives of
international tourism institutions and representatives of UNWTO, PATA and other international tourism
organizations, attended the WTCF Los Angeles Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2017.
The summit issued the Los Angeles Declaration of World Tourism Cities Federation, which presented a six-point
proposal on the strategic issue of globalization and coordinated development of world tourism cities. The summit
further deepened the public’s understanding of globalization, put in place a more open cooperation platform,
pushed for more inclusive and balanced globalization, and injected strong impetus to world tourism development.
The main programs of the summit include tourism exhibition, tourism trade and investment fair and tourism
promotion meeting, providing a platform for members to engage in extensive market exchange and cooperation
and alignment of tourism products, seek opportunities for deeper cooperation in the development of new tourism
products and routes and work for new progress in tourism market development.

WTCF Chongqing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2016
Theme: Sharing Economy and the Development of World Tourism Cities
Date: 19 to 20 September 2016
Host city: Chongqing, China
Some 400 delegates from 89 cities and 57 tourism institutions all around the world and 6 international organizations
attended the Chongqing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2016. More than 120 news organizations, including Xinhua
News Agency, CCTV, People’s Daily, CNN, BBC and China Daily, provided a full coverage of the summit to viewers
and readers in many countries and regions.
The 2016 Chongqing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit issued the Chongqing Declaration of World Tourism Cities
Federation, which presented a six-point proposal from the perspectives of the definition, characteristics and trend
of sharing economy as well as its impact on world tourism cities and the tourism industry, with the aim of injecting
new impetus into the development of world tourism cities with the idea of sharing economy. The pioneering effort
of WTCF to introduce the concept of sharing economy into the development of world tourism cities was fully
acknowledged by the delegates and guests attending the summit.

WTCF Rabat & Fez Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2015
Theme: World Tourism Cities: Diversity and Sustainability
Date: 20 to 22 September 2015
Host city: Rabat & Fez, Morocco
The Rabat & Fez Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2015 was attended by some 400 participants, including 311
representatives of 100 WTCF members, i.e. 69 cities and 31 institutions from 42 countries and regions, as well as
other invited guests. The participants of the summit had an in-depth discussion on topics such as how to help cities
reinforce their distinctive tourism features, cultivate tourism brands, and improve tourists’ consumer experience in
the context of an ever-expanding global tourism market, and how to serve diversified tourism demand with new
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marketing tools, promote the sustainable development of the tourism industry, protect the ecological environment,
cultural diversity and heritage of tourism destinations.
With WTCF’s planning, leading Chinese travel agencies including CITS, and CYTS (WTCF institutional members)
organized the inaugural group of “Thousands of Chinese Tourists to Magnifucent Morocco” before the summit,
which significantly increased the knowledge of Chines tourists about Morocco. The WTCF Fragrant Hills Tourism
Summit held in Rabat and Fez gave a strong boost to the sales of Moroccan tourism products in the Chinese
market. On 1 June 2016, Morocco formally launched visa-free policy for Chinese tourists. According to the statistics
of Morocco’s tourism department, the number of Chinese tourists increased by 565% from 2016 to 2017.

WTCF 2014 Beijing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit
Theme: World Tourism Cities: Market and Cooperation
Date: 4 to 5 September 2014
Host city: Beijing, China
The summit was attended by about 600 participants, including the representatives of the United Nations, the
world's three leading tourism organizations, members of the WTCF Expert Committee and some 85 founding
members of the Committee of Civil Aviation, Committee of Tourism-Related Businesses, and Committee of Media
Organizations.
The 2014 Beijing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit held a tourism trade fair for the first time. Through the online
reservation system of match-making services, buyers and sellers of China-oriented inbound and outbound tour
programs can engage in one-on-one, face-to-face business negotiations. The summit also launched an upgraded
official website and strengthened the We-media platform. Also during the 2014 summit, the WTCF Council decided
that future summits will be held alternately between Chinese and non-Chinese member cities every year.

2.PROMOTION AND PUBLICIT Y

2.1 Matrix Media Platform
Project features: a media platform based on the Information Submitting System, connected with all forms of
media resources for promoting WTCF members
Cooperation model: information transmission through the submitting system
Contact: Public Relations & Brand Marketing Department publicity@wtcf.travel

Official Website

Weibo

WeChat

We-media
Platform
Information
Submitting
System

APP

Newsletter

Magazine

The WTCF We-media platform is a platform for

WTCF website, magazine, WeChat and other

the collection and distribution of contents based

terminals and pushed to over 40 well-known

on the Information Submitting System. It is a

media platforms, including Sina (Weibo), Tencent

giant database of tourism contents that contains

(WeChat) and The Travel Channel, to provide

information provided by over 204 member cities

large-scale, in-depth and wide-ranging tourism

and institutions of WTCF. After being processed

promotion for members.

and edited, the information is posted on the

The Information Submitting System, which is part
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of the WTCF database, creates
a link between WTCF members
and popular media organizations
for

information

and

builds

an

transmission
important

platform and bridge for matrix
promotion. Through the system,
WTCF members can submit a
large volume of official tourism
information of their cities on a
real-time basis. After being edited
and compiled, the information
will be instantly released and
communicated through WTCF’s
We-media platform and its leading
media partners. The Information
Submitting System also features
the function of communication
services

between

WTCF

and

its members and among the
members themselves. The system
was formally launched at the end
of 2016.

Through the WTCF We-media platform (Official Website,
Newsletter, Official Weibo, Magazine, WeChat, App), WTCF
members can release information and promote products.
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As of July 2018, WTCF had received information submitted by 105 members, and published over 1,000
pieces of bilingual information, which had been viewed over 14.5 million times.

Statistics of categories and pieces of information submitted by members

Number of members
Pieces of information submitted

City Members

18

Institutional Members

19
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2.2 Promotion Activity
Project features: customized promotion activity based on customer demands and resource availability
Cooperation model: co-hosting
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn
WTCF regularly invites its members to small-group discussions on hot topics in the industry, and issues such as
product designs.
As a Sub-Committee organization of WTCF and the observer and messenger of related industries, the Committee
of Media Organizations is committed to providing differentiated brand promotion services for cities, institutions
and WTCF members in the relevant industries. By choosing media platforms that can best serve the needs of the
customers, it aims to leverage the comparative strengths of different types of media, i.e. wide coverage and prompt
information transmission of news media; in-depth reporting and lasting promotion effect of specialized media;
exclusive communication channels such as airline and high-speed railway media. With its advantages such as high
penetration rate and unlimited geographic coverage of digital media, the Committee of Media Organizations can
deliver customized services that are well-targeted at the brand vision and development goals of member units,
including news release, special report, high-end interview, special issue and press conference.

Moscow tour of local tourism resources
Place: Moscow, Russia
Date: December 2017

At the invitation of the Department of National Policy, Inter-Rigional Relations and Tourism of the City of Moscow,
WTCF organized a tour of Moscow’s tourism resources for its institutional members and tour operators. The
participants of the tour include CITS, CTS, Beijing China Travel Service, CEITS, Sunshine Tour International Travel
Agency, CAISSA Touristic, Ctrip, Tuniu.com and China Comfort Tourism Group , etc. The Moscow Tourism Bureau
introduced the city’s tourism resources and development status, and recommended tourist routes based on the
features and interests of Chinese tourists.

Media tour of Cartagena
Place: Cartagena, Colombia
Date: April 2018
During the Latin America Tourism Conference, WTCF member city Cartagena invited WTCF to organize a “tourism
match-up meeting” after the conference for the city, which was attended by media organizations, buyers of tourism
enterprises, tourism experts and representatives of WTCF. The media representatives organized by WTCF were
invited to visit the tourism resources of Cartagena, and help the city carry out international tourism promotion and
publicity and build up tourism influence in the international arena, especially in the Asian market.
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Media tour of Chongqing
Place: Chongqing, China
Date: July 2016
Before the opening of the WTCF Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2016, media representatives were invited to
visit Chongqing, the host city of the Summit, to promote the city’s tourism resources and tourist routes. The
arrangement of the tour is an important measure taken by WTCF to build a platform for communication and
exchange among members.

“Moi Helsinki” Tourism Culture Promotion Campaign
Place: Beijing, China
Date: 13 to 15 May 2016

Helsinki, a city member of WTCF, held the “Moi Helsinki” campaign in Beijing. WTCF’s We-media platform launched
a customized website section for Helsinki on the theme of “Moi Helsinki”, which provided comprehensive and allround exhibition and publicity of the city’s natural and cultural landscape. The content of the media promotion
campaign included: city landscape, tourist sites, gourmet selection, festival celebrations in 2016, tourism routes on
the sea and selected tourism products. The promotion campaign was concurrently carried out on iQIYI, Sina, Travel
Geography and other media platforms.

3.TR AINING SE RVICES
3.1 Project Introduction
To help non-Chinese member cities to learn more about China’s tourism market and the needs of Chinese tourists,
and better communicate and collaborate with tourism businesses and media organizations in China, and, at the
same time, increase the knowledge and understanding of Chinese member cities of the global tourism market,
and support their marketing campaigns in overseas destinations, WTCF provides training services to interested
members, including both routine training courses on the promotion and marketing of international tourism
destinations and customized training programs.
International Tourism Destinations Promotion and Marketing Training is a special training program launched by
WTCF to improve its member services and better serve member’s needs. Since the beginning of the program in
2016, five sessions of training courses have been provided, with some 100 trainees from 48 member cities of 34
countries and regions completing their studies. The program is well-received by the members.
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3.2 Regular Training
Project features: held regularly, international and professional training programs for specific industries
Cooperation model: hosting or co-hosting
Contact: Administrative and General Affairs Department training@wtcf.org.cn

International Tourism Destinations Promotion and Marketing Training 2018
Place: Beijing, China
Date: 9 to 12 April 2018
Over 20 trainees, including the representatives of WTCF member cities Anuradhapura, Riga, Nairobi,
Washington D.C., London, Sevilla, Belgrade, Berlin, Jakarta and Victoria, and the embassies and
consulates of the United States, Costa Rica and Panama, attended the training course.

International Tourism
Destinations (Cities) Promotion
and Marketing Training 2016
Place: Beijing, China
Date: 29 March to 1 April 2016
Well-known experts and scholars of China’s

International Tourism
Destinations (Cities) Promotion
and Marketing Training 2017
Place: Beijing, China
Date: 17 to 20 April 2017
Representatives of member cities from
17 countries, including Finland, Germany
and Belgium, and representatives of their
embassies and consulates attended the
training course.

tourism community, senior executives of
tourism enterprises, and tourism media
professionals were invited to the training
course as lecturers and guest speakers.

3.3 Customized Services
Project features: training plans targeted to the actual needs of members
Place: Beijing, China
Cooperation model: co-hosting
Contact: Administrative and General Affairs Department training@wtcf.org.cn

Edinburgh “China Champions Learning Journey” Training Program
Place: Beijing, Shanghai and Nanjing, China
Date: 27 May to 4 June 2017
WTCF co-hosted the “China Champions Learning Journey” upon the request of Edinburgh. The training was
conducted by lecturers, managers of renowned tourism businesses and well-known tourism media professionals
invited by WTCF through class teaching, workshop, case study and field trip. The trainees visited three Chinese
cities, i.e. Beijing, Shanghai and Nanjing. To meet the training needs of Edinburgh, WTCF organized field trips for
the trainees to leading Chinese tourism companies including UTour, Tuniu.com, CITS, CAISSA outlets and Ctrip
headquarters (Shanghai). WTCF also arranged for the trainees to meet with well-known tourism media in China,
i.e. Tencent, iQIYI and Sina, for business talks, and worked with Shanghai Municipal Tourism Administration to
invite famous tourism companies and government officials in Shanghai to meet with the trainees. This customized
training program has further strengthened the cooperation between the two sides.

Chinese Tourism Cities Overseas Promotion Seminar
Place: Macao Special Administrative Region, China
Date: 14 October 2016
Representatives of the tourism management authorities of over ten Chinese cities, including Beijing, Guangzhou,
Kunming, Qingdao, Xiamen and Tianjin, attended the seminar. The seminar was co-sponsored by WTCF, Global
Tourism Economy Forum and the Macao Government Tourism Office. The participants of the seminar shared the
view that the seminar was targeted, practical and instructive, providing them with the opportunity to have in-depth
exchanges with experts and colleagues on the challenges they face in their actual work. They also commended
the guest speakers for the quality of their lectures. After the seminar, the participants expressed the hope for WTCF
to organize more activities of this kind, and shared the desire to host such events in their own cities and further
strengthen cooperation with WTCF.
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3.4 Preview: Training Course for 2019
International Tourism Destinations Promotion and Marketing Training 2019
Place: Beijing, China
Date: 15 to 18 April 2019
To serve the needs of its members for broadening the marketing channels in China’s destination cities, enhance
the quality of reception services for Chinese tourists in the international market, and bridge the cultural gap by
enhancing mutual understanding and trust, the WTCF Secretariat will host the fourth session of the International
Tourism Destinations Promotion and Marketing Training program.
The training will be provided in English, and renowned experts and scholars, senior executives of tourism
companies as well as tourism media professionals will be invited to give lectures and interact with the trainees. The
courses will focus on topics of interests to WTCF’s international city members, including tourism promotion in the
Chinese market, the needs of Chinese tourists, MICE tourism, as well as WTCF’s academic project Market Research
Report on Chinese Outbound Tourist (City) Consumption and take place in such forms as class-teaching, seminar, case
study and field visit.

Customized Training
Place: member cities
To further live up to the mission of serving members and effectively enhance the brand image of tourism cities,
WTCF looks forward to more targeted and practical training cooperation with its members, and encourages the
heads of relevant departments of city and institutional members to actively participate in customized training
courses, and give feedback on their actual needs to make the training more targeted and efficient.
For more information about the training opportunities of WTCF, please follow the information released on WTCF’s
official website at www.wtcf.org.cn
If you want to take part in WTCF’s routine or customized training program, please contact our staff.

Contact person: Mr. Wang Jian
Email: training@wtcf.org.cn
Fax: (86)10-65280923
We look forward to your participation!

Program of International Tourism Destinations
Promotion and Marketing Training 2019
Date

Time

Course Subject

4.14

Full day

Registration
Opening Ceremony

Morning

China’s tourism in the global perspective
The introduction to the Market Research on Chinese Outbound
Tourists (City) Consumption
How to attract and serve the Chinese outbound tourists

4.15
Afternoon

Development trend of OTA sector in China
Introduction to WTCF’s We-media platform and Investment
information platform

Evening

Dinner with leading tourism media

Morning

Marketing destinations to outbound chinese travelers-method,
channels, trends and case studies
Key elements of reception services for Chinese tourists

4.16
Afternoon
Evening

China’s tourism market from the big-data perspective
Visit to Ctrip’s Beijing Headquarters
Dinner conversation with renowned tourism companies

MICE

Morning
4.17

Afternoon

Field study: leading tourism media

Evening

Dinner and free time

Morning
4.18

4.19

Trend of China’s outbound tourism

Afternoon

Field study of Beijing’s tourism resources (full-day)

Evening

Graduation Ceremony

Full day

Check-out and departure

Training cost: World Tourism Cities Federation (WTCF) pays the training teachers, pays the money for the
textbooks, the training sites, the tours and investigations and other related costs, and also pays the bills of
the buffet costs of the training participants during the training program. The international travel expense and
training registration fee (including five days of accommodation) shall be paid by the participants of the training
program. The cost standard is to be determined.

Contact person: Mr. Wang Jian
Email: training@wtcf.org.cn
Fax: (86)10-65280923
We look forward to your participation!

4.E XHIBITION SE RVICES
Project feature: promoting the tourism resources of member cities to boost their visibility and influence in the
international tourism market.
Cooperation model: attending exhibitions on behalf of members, arranging for the participation of members
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn
WTCF organizes its members to take part in major international tourism exhibitions such as World Travel Market
(WTM), International Tourism Exchange Berlin (ITB) and Beijing International Tourism Expo (BITE) or attends these
shows on their behalf to promote the tourism resources of member cities and tourism products of member
institutions. To serve the needs of its members, WTCF prints out and distributes brochures (the contents of which
shall be provided by the members themselves) at major tourism exhibitions for members who are unable to attend
the shows themselves.

4.1 Recommended Exhibitions
World Travel Market (WTM London) 2018
Date: 5 to 7 November 2018
Place: Exhibition Center London (ExCel)
China International Travel Mart 2018
Date: 16 to 18 November 2018
Place: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Guangzhou International Travel Fair (GITF) 2019
Date: 21 to 23 February 2019
Place: Canton Fair
International Tourism Exchange Berlin (ITB) 2019
Date: 6 to 10 March 2019
Place: Berlin Exhibition Center
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019
Date: 29 April to 7 October 2019
Place: Yanqing, Beijing
Beijing International Tourism Expo (BITE) 2019
Date: 10 to 12 May 2019
Place: China National Convention Center
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To further promote cultural exchanges among tourism destinations and provide quality member services, WTCF
will compile and print out promotional materials based on the tourism information submitted by the members to
promote the tourism resources of member cities and tourism products of member institutions.
If you are interested in any of the aforementioned exhibitions, please contact our staff three months before the
exhibition.
For Chinese exhibitions
Contact: Public Relations & Brand Marketing Department publicity@wtcf.travel
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn
For international exhibitions
Contact: Liaison Department info@wtcf.org.cn

Theme:
“Green Life, Beautiful Home”
Vision:
“Integrating gardening into nature,
touching heart with nature”
Objective:
“New vision of international
horticulture, new paradigm of
ecological civilization”

International Horticultural
Exhibition 2019 Beijing
—An International Horticultural Exhibition at the foot
of the Great Wall
The International Horticultural Exposition is one type of world expos. The world
expos are divided into two categories: universal expos and specialized expos.
Specialized expos consist of four classifications, i.e. A1, A2, B1 and B2, depending
on frequency, quantity, margin requirement and other factors.
The 2019 International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing is a class-A1
international horticultural exposition hosted by the Chinese government
and undertaken by Beijing. With the aim of building Beijing into a first-class,
harmonious and livable international city, the horticultural exposition will
combine the functions of horticulture, science, technology, culture and tourism.
Held at the Badaling section of the Great Wall, the expo will last for 162 days, and
bring together no less than 100 official exhibitors from various countries and
international organizations, and no less than 100 non-official exhibitors from
Chinese provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities directly under the central
government as well as specialized agencies, enterprises and institutions at home
and abroad. No less than 16 million visitors are expected to visit the expo.
WTCF will provide free booths for its members, and organize promotions in groups
in the first couple of weeks following the opening of the expo site.
Deadline for registration: 31 January 2019
Contact: Business Development Department bdd@wtcf.org.cn
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4.2 Past Exhibitions

Beijing International Tourism Expo 2018
(BITE)
Date: 15 to 17 June 2018
WTCF has participated in the Beijing International Tourism Expo several times.
During the 2018 expo, WTCF set up a booth and distributed promotional
materials about WTCF and its members to the visitors. During the expo, WTCF
and the Tourism Ministry of Côte d'Ivoire co-sponsored the Côte d'Ivoire
Tourism Fair, which was attended by more than ten travel agencies that are
institutional members of WTCF and travel agencies from Côte d'Ivoire. After
fourteen years of development, Beijing International Tourism Expo has grown
into an important exchange and trading platform for Chinese and foreign
tourism communities. The 2018 expo, with a total space of 30,000 square
meters, attracted 2,100 exhibitors from 87 countries and regions around the
world.

Guangzhou International Travel Fair 2018
(GITF)
Date: 1 to 3 March 2018
WTCF attended the exhibition on behalf of its members. It used the
opportunity to promote its city and institutional members and distributed
almost 1,000 copies of promotion materials to the visitors and local residents.
With 25 years of development, GITF is China’s first large-scale international
tourism exhibition, and “one of the most influential professional international
travel fairs in China”. The five main pavilions of GITF 2018, covering an area of
36,000 square meters, attracted the participation of 1,029 exhibitors.
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China International Travel Mart 2017 (CITM)
Date: 17 to 19 November 2017
WTCF sets up a special booth at the CITM to promote WTCF and its members,
and conducted extensive exchanges and discussions with members that
took part in the exhibition. China International Travel Mart is the largest
professional tourism fair in Asia. Since 2001, it has been held alternately
in Shanghai and Kunming. More than 10,000 representatives of tourism
wholesalers, agents, retailers and tourism communities from around the
world participated in the CITM 2017, and took part in the exhibition, business
negotiations, exchanges, cooperation and other activities.

World Travel Market (WTM) 2017
Date: 7 to 9 November 2017
WTCF attended the exhibition upon invitation and hosted the Chinese
Tourism Market Development Forum. The World Travel Market (WTM) held
every November attracts more than 50,000 tourism professionals, government
officials and media representatives, and produces over 2 billion pounds of
business deals. In 2017, more than 130 new exhibitors in the fields of tourism
destinations, technology, accommodation, transportation, insurance and
car rental industries, made their debut in WTM. The 33 new Asian exhibitors
provided the representation of the fast-growing Asian market.

International Tourism Exchange Berlin (ITB)
2017
Date: 8 to 12 March 2017
WTCF led a delegation to the 51st ITB as its co-host and hosted the “World
Tourism Economy Trends 2017 & Chinese Outbound Tourism” forum, which
attracted some 200 participants and professionals. As the Vice-chairman City
of the WTCF Council, Berlin has taken an active part in the activities of WTCF
and given strong support to WTCF’s work. The participation of the WTCF
delegation in the ITB further strengthened the exchanges and cooperation
between WTCF and its European members. ITB is a leading international
tourism exhibition that is well-known in the tourism industry for its
professionalism, rich agenda and efficiency. The 2017 ITB attracted over 10,000
companies from 184 countries in the world, with a total of 1,092 booths.

5.RESE ARCH RE PORT
5.1 Brand Report
Project features: exploring the development trend of the tourism industry through continuous research and
producing reports with WTCF brand
Cooperation model: working with renowned academic institutions, scholars and experts in the tourism industry
Contact: Administrative and General Affairs Department training@wtcf.org.cn

World Tourism Cities Development Report
This annual report is the brand report of WTCF. Since the launch of the research program in
2011, the report has received the attention of major tourism cities in the world, and provided
strong support for member cities in formulating tourism development policies. Taking 100
world tourism cities as the samples for study, the report ranks the performance of world
tourism cities from six angles, including resource appeal, industrial competitiveness, support
of the city and tourist convenience, and, in light of the development conditions of various
cities, analyzes the main challenges facing world tourism cities and recommends solutions
and measures for development. In the meantime, with the data collected during the research
for the drafting of the annual reports in previous years, WTCF has built a database of world tourism cities, and put in
place a data collection system and diversified data collection channels targeted at member cities. The report aims
to reflect the progress of tourism development in different cities through the research and analysis of the tourism
city development index in its various dimensions, review the advanced experience and weak links of tourism cities,
release the potential of tourism development in cities, and provide reference for making tourism development
policies to member cities as well as intellectual support and decision-making services to world tourism cities.

Report on World Tourism Economy Trends
The report is jointly released by WTCF and the Tourism Research Center, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) with the aim of studying the dynamic trend and
direction of world tourism economy, track the latest development of world tourism
economy during the year, and make scientific forecast on the future trend of world
tourism development. To date, WTCF has released the Report on World Tourism Economy
Trends (2017) and the Report on World Tourism Economy Trends (2018) on several domestic
and international occasions, including the WTCF Forum at WTM, launch of WTCF research
outcomes & exchange meeting and the WTCF Forum at ITB.
The report is well-received in both the Chinese and international tourism communities and widely covered on the
media, and the data in the report are frequently quoted. Focusing on the popular issues in tourism development
during the year, the report collects data and information about the global tourism economy in order to study
the development trend of world tourism economy in the present-day and near-term future, present the features
of tourism economy development during the year, and provide professional opinions and advices to member
institutions and the wider international community.
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Market Research Report on Chinese Outbound Tourist (City) Consumption
WTCF has been working with Ipsos, a world-leading market research institution, to
release the report since 2014. In each year’s report, while maintaining consistency
and continuity of the research contents, new research items have been added and
the research base has been expanded. In addition to routine changes, there are also
changes in consumption trends, willingness, models and expenditures, particularly
market changes caused by changes in industrial management, publicity and promotion,
and technical means. The integration of tourism big data makes the research results
more extensive, complete and targeted, and enhances the report’s influence in
the industry, thus increasing its value of guidance to overseas member cities and
institutional members. By conducting consumer surveys from multiple angles and
in multiple dimensions, the report hopes to better reflect the development trends of
China's outbound tourism market, systematically and comprehensively summarize and
present the consumption habits and behaviors of Chinese outbound tourists as well as
ongoing changes, and help member cities and institutions improve market operation
and services and update their knowledge about Chinese outbound tourists.

5.2 Cooperative Report
Project features: working with renowned international organizations, research institutions and member units to
study the trend of tourism development
Cooperation model: conducting joint research with partners
Contact: Administrative and General Affairs Department training@wtcf.org.cn

UNWTO/WTCF City Tourism Performance Research
The City Tourism Performance Research was launched by UNWTO and WTCF in 2015.
Under the project, a set of criteria and an information exchange platform have been
established for the purpose of demonstrating the best practices of city destinations
in improving tourism performance. The report covers five key performance areas, i.e.
Destination Management, Economic Perspective, Social and Cultural, Environmental
Perspective and Technology & New Business Models. WTCF and UNWTO have cohosted seminars on city tourism performance at various stages of the project in Tianjin
and Buenos Aires, and invited the experts of various cities to improve the quality of
the report through consultation. The report provides the guidelines for world tourism
cities to develop into tourism destinations that offer competitive and attractive tourist
experience as well as efficient and new way of communication.

5.3 Customized Report
Project features: providing customized research report based on the advantageous resources of the members of
the WTCF Expert Committee to meet the needs of WTCF members
Cooperation model: working with renowned academic institutions, experts and scholars in the industry to provide
customized report services
Contact: Administrative and General Affairs Department training@wtcf.org.cn

European Cities Tourism Report
The report is the outcome of a research on the development of regional
tourism in Europe conducted by WTCF with the European expert
resources of the Expert Committee. Members of the research team
include Dr. Roger Carter of TEAM Tourism Consulting and his colleagues,
Professor Karl Wöber at MODUL University Vienna and his colleagues,
and Nancy Cockerell of The Travel Business Partnership. The report
makes use of both quantitative and qualitative analysis and consists
of five parts: the trend and competitiveness of city tourism in Europe,
overview of air transportation in Europe, case studies on the services of
budget airlines, case studies on the development of smart tourism in
smart cities and case studies on sharing economy. Through the analysis
of tourism development cases of cities, the report addresses the key
issues affecting tourism development in cities, and provides policymaking reference to WTCF’s city members.

Paragon of Inland Open-type Tourism Destination
--The road of Chongqing developing into a world-class tourism destination
Situated at the heartland of China, Chongqing has always been a model
example of China’s opening-up in the inland regions. To promote
tourism development in Chongqing and build the city into a world-class
tourism destination, WTCF provided a customized report for Chongqing
with the resources of its Expert Committee on the occasion of the 2016
Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit in Chongqing. The report, which put
forward recommendations such as driving growth through reform,
promoting precision management on the demand side, advancing
supply-side reform, intensifying efforts in product development and
pursuing innovation in marketing channels, aims to explore a new path
for Chongqing to build a world-class tourism destination. The report
is a good example of the strategic recommendations and tailor-made
case reports that WTCF can provide to its members on their path toward
international development.
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6.INVESTME NT AND FINANCING SE RVICES
6.1 Project Features
Jointly promoting tourism resources development, market investment and capital operation across regions and
industries, and supporting the sustained and healthy development of the tourism industry and related services
Cooperation model: The Committee of Investment will organize various forms of investment and financing
negotiations, including face-to-face meetings between the owners of tourism project resources and the investors
during the annual Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit; organize field trips for investment institutions to potential
projects; and make use of the investment and financing section of the official WTCF website to present and
promote information on tourism projects.
Contact: Business Development Department bdd@wtcf.org.cn
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The Chongqing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2016 Witnessed the
Signing of US$16 Billion of Contracts
During the WTCF Chongqing Fragrant Hills Tourism Summit 2016, an investment seminar was held, which is the first
seminar on tourism investment projects held by the Committee of Investment after its establishment.
The tourism investment seminar received 105 cooperation projects, with a total investment value of 107.13 billion
yuan or US$16 billion, covering all types of tourism projects including tourist attractions, tourism complexes,
tourist resorts as well as tourism-culture integration, tourism-agriculture integration, tourism-sports integration
and tourism-medicine integration. The launch of these projects will not only inject new impetus into Chongqing’s
economic and social development but also usher in a new round of construction of tourism projects.
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